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Evidence is accumulating that a major mineral development may be approaching
reality in the Lost River area of the Seward Peninsula. In the March issue
of Alaska Construction and Oil magazine, it was reported that PC&E explorations,
a Canadian firm, had taken a one year option on the Lost River mine tin lode
acreage some 90 miles northwest of Nome. In early September, the magazine's
weekly newsletter "Alaska From the Inside" reported further that tin ore reserves in the area justified beginning production during 1971 with a fifty
man workforce.
More recently, however, it appeared that the company had shifted its area
of interest to the mineral flourite.
According to the State Division of
Geological Survey, industry sources report that PC&E has established reserves
of 10 million tons of flourite-tin-tungsten ore with flourite the most important component. Flouri , a chemical combination of calcium and flourine,
is used in both the aluminum and steel industries. The Lost River deposit
is believed to be the largest such deposit in North America. Its discovery
is considered especially significant in view of a developing world wide
shortage of flourite combined with a trend towards a vastly increased consumption of the mineral.
No official indication of plans for development of the deposit are presently
available other than the fact that it will probably be an open pit operation.
However, unofficial sources in Nome indicate that if the venture becomes a
reality, employment could, over the next two years, reach several hundred
persons.
U. s. and Canadian Firms to Co-Research Pireline: A natural gas, and possibly
also an oi1 pipeline from Alaska's North S ope, through Canada to the U. S.,
came a step closer to reality recently with the announcement of a joint pipeline feasibility study effort by two major oil and gas industry study groups.
Previous to this, the two organizations, Northwest Project Study Group (NPSG)
and Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Research, Ltd., had followed separate, but related pipeline feasibility studies. The joint study, being conducted under
the banner of NPSG, envisions the building of both an oil and a gas pipeline
along the same right-of-way down the Mackenzie River Valley. These pipelines
would carry oil and gas from Northern regions of both Alaska and Canada to
markets in the Mid-western
ted States.
Three American oil companies, Atlantic Richfield, Humble and Standard of
Ohio, participating in the study, are also major partners in the Al~eska
Pipeline Service Company (formerly the Trans Alaska Pipeline System). Spokesmen for these companies indicate that an oil pipeline through Canada, if built,
would not replace the projected pipeline across Alaska. Rather, it would
carry Canadian oil as well as Alaskan oil in excess of the capacity of the
Alaska pipeline.
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Non-residential Private Construction Soars Upward: An important indicator
of the economic development taking place in Alaska is the valuation of private
idential construction which, during 1969, reached its highest levels
State's history. According to the U. S. Department of Commerce, Alaska's
re was 20.0 million dollars, almost 50 percent higher than the previous
re which was attained during 1964. Much of this construction was
and trade oriented including hotels, motels and shopping centers. Also,
a major contribution, however, was oil industry related work in the
office buildings and various other industrial facilities. The total
would have been even higher had it not been for high interest rates
agued construction both in Alaska and nationally.
on continued to rise through the first half of 1970. For the first
months of this year, the value of building permits issued in Alaska for
idential building construction stood at ll .4 million dollars exceeding
million dollar fi
for the same period last year. These high levels
spite of the nati
economic slowdown and delays in the beginning
on the pipeline which have retarded growth in trade and services
ed activity in the petroleum industry.
Census Indicates Alaska's Population Becoming Less Urban: Although thereof final and detailed reports from the 1970 Census of Population and
have not yet begun~ certain interesting conclusions may tentatively
from preliminary data; for example, Alaska's population is becoming
1. In 1960, 40 percent of the State's population resided in incommunities of 1,000 or more, but preliminary 1970 figures show
about 36 percent.
's four largest incorporated cities, Anchorage, Fairbanks, Juneau
kan (not necessarily in that order) now account for a smaller proof the State's population than they did in 1960, dropping from 36
that year to approximately 25 percent in 1970. On the other hand,
market areas which include these four cities and adjacent suburban
es have increased both in population and in proport~on to the rest
State. The suburban areas contributed the greatest gains.
, two facts emerge: first, that the rural population is increasing
lation, and second, that the population of suburban
the urban
than that of the urban cities to which they are
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's economy continued its seasonal
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